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The manuscript provides a simple wildfire growth model for four ecoregions in Peru. The
model relates fire growth to fire danger indices and land cover through difference equation
models that are parameterized to best fit 1003 large multi-day fires in terms of radial
spread speed and perimeter length extinguish rates. The differences found for Andean
(grass), Xeric, Dry Forest and Amazon Forest are calculated and discussed. Potential
applications are alluded to.

 

General comments:

The manuscript is well written and clearly discusses the materials.
The method and calculations are well explained.
As constructed, the validity of the approach is uncertain since no validation was
attempted.
Be careful in discerning where your model is giving you insights into fire behavior as
opposed to where results are artifacts of the model constraints or assumptions.

Specific comments:

The model makes two simplifying assumptions, namely that fire spreads at a constant
rate from an ignition point, and that a constant length of the fire’s perimeter is
extinguished after the first time step. This is an understandable expediency but how



and when these assumptions might lead to erroneous results should be discussed.
Basically, what sort of fire behavior or conditions would tend to ‘break’ this model?
Provide more detail on the burned area product being used. The GlobFire data is
derived from a 500m MODIS burned area product.
Many fires over many years were used to derive the specific ecoregion models, which is
good, but effectively what is developed are average values for each fire. Since daily
spread is not examined, it would seem that basically, the final Area (km2) and Duration
(days) are used to solve for an average spread rate (r) and fixed amount of perimeter
being extinguished. The lack of daily progressions is clearly discussed in the Discussion
section but more could be done to 1) support the approach, and 2) explain why it may
not work so well for some ecoregions.

Why were all the fires used in the parameterization? Generally it would be expected
to break into training and validation datasets. This division could be done and
analyzed in a number of ways to better understand how well the model(s) are
performing. Equally well across fire danger levels? Equally well for each year?
How was the fire danger that was used calculated? From the text, it states that the
value on the date and location of the reported ignition was used? Did you look at
how much daily variability there was over at least a selection of the fires in each
ecoregion? Given the approach, the median or average value for the duration would
seem more likely to prove significant. This may be part of the reason why the model
fit drops as the duration (and hence area) grows.
It should be noted that the model did fabulously in the Amazon (n = 663),
reasonably in the Andean (n=252) and marginally/poorly in the Xeric and Dry Forest
(n = 38 and 50). Could performance be sample size driven? That may not be the
driving issue but it could be tested to bound the matter.

Given the methods, I understand why single day fires were excluded but where does
the 405 hectare limit come from? Is it reasonable to have it be the same in all
ecoregions?
Line 162 - “The spread rate and extinguish rate were highly correlated with one
another”: Given that they were both calculated from the total area burned and duration
of burning, is this a finding or a necessity from the calculations?
Do the median RMSE values for the ecoregions have any independent comparative
value? Shouldn’t they be normalized by the median spread rate or fire size for each
ecoregion? It is unclear if 0.5 km2 is a large or small error, for example.
Figure 5 (Time – Days) – this looks like the error term is an exponential term. The long
term rise in errors would drive the larger error for large fires and ecoregions typified by
them. Then again it may be a sample size issue….
Line 191 – “Changes in fire weather and land cover were predicted to have no effects
on fire growth in the dry forest regions.”- Really? I think this is misstated or
fundamentally miscomprehended. What was shown here is that neither fire weather nor
land cover had statistically significant predictive value for fire growth in these forests.
Why is the question? Is it because there were no other land cover types encountered?
Was it because fire growth was more strongly determined by a variable that wasn’t
included (e.g. topography)? Was it because of the relatively small sample size,
especially since the data were skewed by at least one very large fire?
Line 209 – additional parameters or covariates could be included” – such as what? How
would they help?
Figure 7 – Wettest 2% of day? If that were true no fire spread would be expected. I
suspect this is the wettest 2% of days when fire spread was observed.
Line 228 – How would the spread tool identify when/where fire occurrence is possible
since it is not spatial? It might help identify conditions when fire spread is possible that
could perhaps be used in this way.
Lines 244-245 – “relatively sparse human habitation” – perhaps but in the case of the
Amazon forests most if not all of those ignitions are tied to those areas of sparse
human habitation. The fires rarely if ever happen in remote forests.
Lines 256-257 “This implies that the spread  rate is proportional to the extinguish rate,



with a harmonic number as the scaler” – see comment 5 above.
Line 269 – “additional covariates” – such as?
Line 274 – “ENSO-related effects on fire spread” – perhaps better stated as – “ENSO-
related effects on weather conditions that affect fire spread”.
Line 305 – “increased fire danger increased extinguish rates” seems nonsensical
physically. It could arise from the model structure for fires that either were
extinguished because they spread more rapidly to where landcover or features
prevented further fire spread or when sudden events (e.g. rain) extinguished a fire that
started during high fire danger conditions.
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